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Universal Audio Apollo Twin
Up Your Production Values

Universal Audio’s UAD-2 Powered Plug-ins Platform combines a PCie DSP 
Accelerator Card with a wide variety of plugins modeled after classic hard-
ware units that run on the card’s processor, leaving your host CPU freed up 

for other tasks inside your DAW. Recently, UA has been bringing that power to the 
desktop via Thunderbolt technology with its Apollo, Apollo 16 and, most recently, 
the Apollo Twin—a two-channel I/O that offers powerful core processing features.

The front of the Apollo Twin has a hi-Z input for guitar or bass, so you don’t 
need a DI box. There is also a headphone jack. The back has two multi-XLR/
line inputs along with two monitor outs, two line outs, Thunderbolt port and 
a TOSLINK optical port that can be used to interface with S/PDIF or ADAT 
external units for even more inputs. With its single port, you can place the 
Apollo Twin at the end of a daisy-chain of up to four Thunderbolt-equipped 
Apollos. A total of six UAD-2 devices can be linked to the unit for adding more 
I/O and DSP. The Apollo Twin comes in Single or Duo Core versions, giving 
you the option of adding the additional core of DSP if the budget allows. 

It ships with Console 2.0, a sleek program that acts as the tracking inter-
face before the audio hits your DAW. You can print to tape with plugins such 
as the UA 610 tube preamp, and you can choose whether or not the inserts are 
printed. You can also pull up an EMT 140 reverb on an auxiliary track and 
just use it in the headphones without sending it to tape. While you don’t have 
to use the console software, it’s a great way to save tracking settings and print 
certain processing to tape so you can free up some DSP for the mixing phase.

A meter and control panel are part of the install, and you will want to 
keep it running to monitor DSP usage. For a reference of how much DSP is 
available, I maxed out the DSP with six instances of the UA 610 tube pre. In 
a different session, I had 10 instances of the LA-2A and seemed to be at about 
50 percent DSP. It all depends on how resource-hungry the plugin is. For bal-
ance, UA recommends including a popular “less hungry” plugin that you 
receive as part of Realtime Analog Classics such as LA-2 Legacy—the count 
for that is well over 40 instances.

As much as the Apollo Twin hardware is amazing to spec out and expe-

rience, it’s the plugins themselves that are the real star. I did multiple takes 
where I would run a VO through the unit and track a session with and with-
out the 610 tube pre. Without a doubt, the takes where I tracked with the pre-
amp were better in every way possible. They were more intelligible, had more 
snap and overall had better body to them.

The Apollo Twin and the large assortment of available UA plugins are an 
ideal choice for anyone wanting to up their production values.  —Matt Kern
Ordering info:  uaudio.com

JodyJazz Jet Tenor Sax Mouthpiece
Incredible Dynamics, Astounding Altissimo

When I reviewed the Giant tenor saxophone mouthpiece from 
JodyJazz in the May 2014 issue of DownBeat, I was impressed 
with its somewhat unique design, and even more so with how it 

played. So I was excited when given the opportunity to review JodyJazz’s new 
Jet tenor mouthpiece. I had been hearing great things about the company’s 
alto model of the Jet, which has been available for a little more than a year.

From the outside, the Jet resembles JodyJazz’s HR model, but the inside is 
another story. I could see by the extreme baffle and thin rails that it was going 
to have some serious kick. I was sent size 8 and 9 tip openings, and I decided 
the 8 was more to my liking and closer to the tip opening that I’m most accus-
tomed to on tenor. I chose a Rico Select Jazz 2H reed and used the Rico H liga-
ture that comes with the Jet (cap is included also). 

The Jet was a complete blast to play from the very start. After an adjustment 
period of about five minutes or so, I felt extremely comfortable on it. The Jet 
had a bit more brightness than I was used to. But while playing it over the next 
week, I found it was easy to control. 

The dynamic range of the Jet is incredible. This piece can really scream, 
and I was pleasantly surprised at its ability to maintain a big, full sound when 
I backed way off and played softly. The Jet articulates extremely well with lit-
tle effort all up and down the range of the horn. I have to make special mention 
of how it performs upstairs. The Jet’s altissimo range is astounding. It controls 
with ease all the way up to double F# (that’s as high as I go), with no dead spots 
anywhere along the way. The pitch is awesome as well, almost like it’s on rails.

The Jet feels silky-smooth and packs enough punch to cut through guitars, 

keyboards, loud trumpet players and the like with 
very little effort in all ranges. Also surprising was the 
great response and articulation at the bottom end of 
the horn. Many of the “screamer” tenor pieces I’ve 
tried give up a lot down low. That is not at all the case 
with the Jet.

I had several opportunities to use the Jet on gigs, 
and it performed beautifully. One was a horn section 
session for a blues recording. Pitch was locked in and 
dynamics were very easy to control. Blend with the 
section was fantastic at all volume levels. I recorded a 
couple of short solos on the same gig—one laid-back 
and one that required substantial blast and “raunch.” 
The Jet totally delivered in both cases.

The JodyJazz Jet for tenor sax will appeal to a lot 
of players. For those who desire more power and pres-
ence when playing rock/r&b/salsa, it really makes a 
difference. Despite its power, I would not describe the 
Jet as a “paint peeler.” Its sound doesn’t thin out or 
disappear when you back off the volume. The $189 
MSRP makes the Jet an exceptional value for all it has 
to offer—comfort, smooth and consistent response top to bottom, great artic-
ulation and an altissimo that flat-out kicks butt. —Steve Eisen
Ordering info:  jodyjazz.com


